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Blind Detection of Space-Time Coded Block
CDMA Signals Based on the Minimum Variance
Criterion: An Unified View and Performance
Comparison
César A. Medina

Resumo— Neste trabalho propõe-se uma estrutura para transmissão e deteção de sinais em sistemas CDMA por blocos com
codificação espaço-temporal. Considera-se os casos de transmissão em multiportadora e portadora única, ambos com intervalo de guarda do tipo preenchimento de zeros e do tipo
prefixo cı́clico. É também fornecida uma base comum para
a análise unificada destes sistemas, de forma a permitir uma
comparação eqüitativa entre eles. Nosso estudo enfoca o enlace
direto e detetores às cegas baseados no critério de mı́nima
variância, embora este mesmo modelo possa ser adaptado a
um amplo conjunto de receptores. Resultados numéricos em
relação a taxa de erro de bit (BER), a resistência ao efeito
“perto-longe” (near-far resistance, NFR) e a robustez à carga do
sistema são apresentados utilizando diferentes tipos de códigos
de espalhamento.
Palavras-Chave— Transmissão CDMA por blocos, Mı́nima
variância, MIMO, codificação espaço-temporal.
Abstract— In this paper, we propose a space-time block CDMA
transmission system for downlink multipath channels. Multicarrier and single carrier transmission are considered, both with
zero padding and cyclic prefix as guard intervals. We also provide
a common ground for the analysis of these systems in order to
allow an equal comparison between them. Our study focuses on
blind detectors based on the minimum variance criterion, but
this framework can be adapted to a wider range of receivers.
Numerical results in terms of bit error rate (BER), near-far
resistance (NFR) and robustness to system load are shown for
different types of spreading codes.
Keywords— CDMA Block Transmission, Minimum Variance,
MIMO, Space-time coding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A strong candidate for downlink multiple access in
IEEE802.20 standard is multicarrier code division multiple
access with cyclic prefix (MC CDMA CP) [1], which is based
on the concatenation of direct sequence (DS) spreading and
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission. The data symbol of a user is spread and the chips
are simultaneously transmitted, each one over a narrowband
subchannel by the multicarrier modulation (frequency domain
spreading). The combination of direct sequence code division
multiple access (DS-CDMA) and multicarrier (MC) modulation was first proposed in 1993 [2], [3].
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Behind the importance of MC CDMA CP systems, in recent
years, single carrier (SC) block transmission systems have also
been widely studied in multiple user access schemes, such as
code division multiple access (CDMA). Single carrier CDMA
(SC CDMA) is the well known CDMA with a guard interval
between each symbol [4], [5]. The chips are transmitted
sequentially over the whole bandwidth allocated for that user.
Both, single and multicarrier systems, have been proposed with
cyclic prefix (CP) and zero padding (ZP) as guard intervals.
Blind adaptive linear receivers are promising techniques for
interference suppression in CDMA-based systems, as they offer an attractive trade-off between performance and complexity
and can be used in situations where the receiver loses track
of the desired signal and a training sequence is not available.
A blind adaptive detector for space-time single carrier DSCDMA systems in flat fading channels was introduced in [6].
It uses a Capon-like structure and requires only the knowledge
of the spreading code and timing of the user to perform the
detection. In [7] a constrained constant modulus receiver for
space-time block coded single carrier DS-CDMA systems in
frequency selective channels case is proposed and in [8] a
MMSE receiver is proposed for single or multicarrier CDMA
transmission in frequency selective channels. A blind receiver
for MC CDMA CP was also proposed in [9].
In fourth generation standards, the use of the so-called
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems is a common
strategy. They make use of the multiple transmission channels
formed between the transmitter and receiver, to send or receive
signals and have gained a lot of attention as effective diversity
techniques to combat fading and/or increase the capacity of
wireless networks [10], [11] without increasing the bandwidth
or power of the transmitted signal. This is achieved by a high
spectral efficiency and robustness to fading. The increase in
the wireless network capacity is achieved in the uplink through
the use of space diversity multiple access (SDMA). In the
mobile unit, the robustness to fading is achieved with the use
of diversity techniques such as space-time coding [10], [11].
One of such techniques is the Alamouti space-time coding [12]
which uses two transmit and multiple receive antennas.
In this work we propose a structure for space-time coded
block CDMA transmission systems in frequency selective
channels. We consider four commonly refereed systems,
namely, multicarrier CDMA with cyclic prefix (MC CDMA
CP), multicarrier CDMA with zero padding (MC CDMA ZP),
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single carrier CDMA with cyclic prefix (SC CDMA CP) and
single carrier CDMA with zero padding (SC CDMA ZP).
We also provide a common ground in order to allow a fair
comparison between the aforementioned systems. We restrict
our study to blind detectors based on the minimum variance
criterion, but this framework can be adapted to a wider range
of receivers. Bit error rate (BER), near-far resistance (NFR)
effect and robustness to system load results are shown.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
the proposed space-time block CDMA system model and
introduces a generalized system framework. In Section III the
proposed constrained minimum variance receiver is introduced
and in Section IV a recursive least squares implementation is
presented. Some simulation results are presented in Section V,
while Section VI gives the conclusions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A discrete model of the proposed block CDMA space-time
coded system employing Alamouti’s [12] scheme operating
in frequency selective channels is depicted in Fig. 1. The
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Alamouti block CDMA transmission system.

proposed scheme uses two transmit and N receive antennas.
The symbols are first space-time coded by the space-time
encoder, Xk (i), which maps the symbols of user k according
to
·
¸
√
sk (2i)
−s∗k (2i + 1)
Xk (i) = ρk
(1)
sk (2i + 1)
s∗k (2i)
where ρk = Ek /2, Ek is the transmitted energy for user
k, and (·)∗ denotes complex conjugate. Different rows of
Xk (i) refer to different branches of the transmitter (see
Fig. 1) whereas different columns refer to different symbol
periods. It is assumed that symbols sk (i), drawn from some
constellation with zero mean and unit average symbol energy,
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
Two spreading codes cjk , cH
jk cjk = 1, j = 1, 2, of M
chips per symbol are assigned to each user, one for each row
of Xk (i). After spread, each symbol is modulated by the M ×
M precoding matrix G, which represents an arbitrary linear
transform.
In order to avoid interblock interference (IBI) at the receiver,
a guard interval of length Lg is inserted, Lg must be at least

ρk c1k sk (2i)

√

ρk c2k sk (2i + 1)

k=1

+nn (2i)
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=

−RH1n (2i)T G
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Stack
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the channel order. This operation is represented by a P × M
matrix T , where P = M + Lg .
Finally, each block is serialized and transmitted through
antenna Tx1 or Tx2 . The channel impulse response from the jth (j = 1, 2) transmitter to the n-th (n = 1, 2, · · · , N ) antenna
in the receiver, hjn (i), is modelled here as a FIR filter with L
taps whose gains are samples of the channel impulse response
complex envelope. Assuming that during two symbol periods
each multipath channel impulse response remains constant,
that is, hjn (2i) = hjn (2i + 1) = [hjn,0 (2i) . . . hjn,L−1 (2i)]T ,
(j = 1, 2, n = 1, · · · , N ) the transmission through the
multipath channel can be represented by a P × P lower
triangular Toeplitz convolution matrix Hjn (2i), whose first
column is [hjn,0 (2i) . . . hjn,L−1 (2i) 0 . . . 0]T .
Before detection, at the receiver, the guard interval is processed by the matriz R. As we consider a downlink scenario,
where the signal for the K users experience the same channel
conditions, the received vectors collected on the n-th antenna
over two consecutive symbol periods are

+RH2n (2i)T G

(2)
K
X
√
k=1
K
X

√

ρk c1k s∗k (2i + 1)
ρk c2k s∗k (2i)
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(3)

where nn (i) is a complex
white Gaussian
noise vector whose
£
¤
2
covariance matrix E nn (i)nH
(i)
=
σ
IP . The operators
n
(·)H and E [·] stands for Hermitian transpose and ensemble
average, respectively.
Finally, the space-time decoding is performed first by stacking all the column vectors yn (2i) and yn∗ (2i + 1), n =
1, · · · , N .
A. Particular Cases and Model Simplification
There are usually four choices for the matrices G, T and
R, leading to four systems whose parameters are summarized
in Table 1, where FM is a M × M matrix that implements
a normalized M -point discrete Fourier transform, such that,
H
H
FM
FM = FM FM
= IM ,
·
¸
·
¸
IM
0Lg ×M −Lg | ILg
Tzp =
Tcp =
0Lg ×M
IM
where 0m×n represents an m × n null matrix, Rzp = IP and
Rcp = [0M ×Lg | IM ].
The use of cyclic prefix or zero padding as guard intervals is
interesting because they allow to simplify the model by using
the following properties:
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TABLE I
B LOCK TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CONSIDERED
Transmission system
SC CDMA CP
SC CDMA ZP
MC CDMA CP
MC CDMA ZP

G
IM
IM
H
FM
H
FM

T
Tcp
Tzp
Tcp
Tzp

R
Rcp
Rzp
Rcp
Rzp

p1) CP case: Rcp Hjn (2i)Tcp reduces to a circulant matrix
Hjn (2i) of dimension M × M .
p2) ZP case: Rzp Hjn (2i)Tzp is equivalent to Hjn (2i)Tzp
where Hjn (2i) is a circulant matrix of dimension P × P .
The equivalence is due to Rzp = IP and the structure of
Tzp .
p3) A circulant matrix Hjn (2i) of dimension Q × Q, as
in p1) and p2), can be decomposed as Hjn (2i) =
H ∗
FQH Λjn (2i)FQ and HH
jn (2i) = FQ Λjn (2i)FQ , where
Λjn (2i) is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the
frequency response of the transmission channel hjn (2i),
i.e., Λjn (2i) = diag(F̃Q×L hjn (2i)), where F̃Q×L is
a Q × L matrix formed with the first L columns of
the matrix that implements the (non-normalized) Q-point
FFT.
Then, for ZP case
RHjn (2i)T Gcjk

Hjn (2i)TZP Gcjk
FPH Λjn (2i)FP TZP Gcjk

=
=

FPH diag(FP TZP Gcjk )F̃P ×L hjn (2i)
ZP
hjn (2i)
Vjk

= Hjn (2i)Gcjk
H
= FM
Λjn (2i)FM Gcjk
H
= FM
diag(FM Gcjk )F̃M ×L hjn (2i)
CP
= Vjk
hjn (2i)

From (2) and (3) it follows that,
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is a 2LN dimensional vector which
channel and
·
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0Q×L
·
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Ψ
∗
−V1k
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(7)

we call the composed
0Q×L
∗
V2k
V2k
0Q×L

¸
(8)
¸
(9)

III. L INEARLY C ONSTRAINED M INIMUM VARIANCE
R ECEIVERS
In the following we assume without lost of generality that
user one is desired and drop the user index, k. The design of
e ∈ C2QN ×2 , based on the
the receiver filters W = [w w]
minimum variance (MV) criterion uses the output energy as a
cost function to be minimized:
£
¤
JM V (W ) = E kW H r(i)k2
= tr[W H Rrr W ]
(10)
H
H
e Rrr w
e
(11)
= w Rrr w + w
£
¤
where Rrr = E r(i)r H (i) and tr[·] stands for trace.
In order to avoid the trivial solution, W = 0 and anchor
the desired user signal, W is subject to a set of constraints
H

ρk [V1k h1n (2i)sk (2i)

+V2k h2n (2i)sk (2i + 1)] + nn (2i)

k=1

+n̄(i)

where ⊗ is defined as the Kronecker product.

=
=

and for CP case:
RHjn (2i)T Gcjk

n = 1, · · · , N , we get the observation vector


y1 (2i)
 y1∗ (2i + 1) 




..
r(i) = 

.


 yN (2i) 
∗
yN
(2i + 1)
K
o
X√ n
e k h∗ (i)sk (2i + 1)
=
ρk Ψk h(i)sk (2i) + Ψ

(4)

Ψ w = ĥ
e Hw
e = ĥ∗
Ψ

(12)

where ĥ is an estimate of the composed channel (7).
Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, the optimum
receiver vector is calculated as
ρk [−V1k h1n (2i)s∗k (2i + 1)

k=1

+V2k h2n (2i)s∗k (2i)]

+ nn (2i + 1) (5)

where Vjk is a code related matrix of dimension Q×L, Vjk =
CP
ZP
Vjk
, Q = M for CP case and Vjk = Vjk
, Q = P for ZP
case.
Stacking all the column vectors yn (2i) and yn∗ (2i + 1),

H

−1
−1
wopt = Rrr
Ψ(Ψ Rrr
Ψ)−1 ĥ
e Ψ
e H R−1 Ψ)
e −1 ĥ∗
eopt = R−1 Ψ(
w
rr

rr

(13)
(14)
©

ª

wH
opt r(i)

and
and the symbols ©are estimated
ª as ŝ(2i) = disc
H
eopt
r(i) , where the disc {x} is the symbol
ŝ(2i+1) = disc w
of the signal constellation closer to x.
The channel estimate can be obtained following a max/min
approach as in [6], [13], i.e., maximizing the minimum output
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variance after interference reduction. In order to reduce the
computational complexity we follow the approach in [9], then
the resulting output variance is
H
e H Rrr Q
e ĥ∗ ,
JM V (Wopt ) = ĥH Q Rrr Qĥ + ĥT Q

(15)

and
ĥopt = arg max JM V (Wopt )

(16)

kĥk=1

where
H

−1
−1
Q = Rrr
Ψ(Ψ Rrr
Ψ)−1
e = R−1 Ψ(
e Ψ
e H R−1 Ψ)
e −1 .
Q
rr
rr

(17)
(18)

e H Rrr Q
e ĥ∗ is real valued and taking
Using the fact that ĥT Q
into account the conjugate symmetric properties induced by
space-time block codes [6], ĥ can be estimated by
³ H
´
ĥopt = arg max ĥH Q Rrr Q ĥ
kĥk=1

ˆ
and the initialization is performed as Q(0)
=
H
Γ(0)(Ψ Γ(0))−1 . Similar formulae can be follow in
e
order to estimate Q(i).
To estimate the channel vector using (19) without incurring
into the high computational cost of the singular value decomposition (SVD), a subspace tracking algorithm can be used.
As proposed in [9], we use the PASTd algorithm [15], which
tracks the principal component sequentially and is ideally
suited when only the largest eigenvalue and the corresponding
eigenvector of a rank-one update matrix (Rru ru ) are needed,
as in this case. The overall algorithm for channel and receiver
estimator is summarized in Tab. II.
TABLE II
C HANNEL AND RECEIVER ESTIMATION .
ˆ
ê
a) Update Q(i)
and Q(i)
as in (23)-(25)
ˆ H (i)r(i)
b) Compute r (i) = Q
u

= arg max ĥH Rru ru ĥ

(19)

kĥk=1

¤
£
H
where Rru ru = E ru (i)ruH (i) and ru (i) = Q r(i).
The solution of (19) is the eigenvector corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue of Rru ru .

c) Update the channel estimate using the PASTd algorithm:
β(i) = ĥH (i − 1)r u (i)
α(i) = λα(i − 1) + |β(i)|2
ĥ(i) = ĥ(i − 1) + (r u (i) − ĥ(i − 1)β(i))β ∗ (i)/α(i)
ˆ ĥ(i) and w(i)
ê ĥ∗ (i)
e
d) Compute the filters w(i) = Q(i)
= Q(i)

IV. A R ECURSIVE L EAST S QUARES I MPLEMENTATION

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS

In order to avoid the high computational cost associated with
direct inverse of an estimative of Rrr , necessary to compute
(13)-(14), a recursive least squares solution that uses Kalman
RLS recursions can be employed. The update formulae are as
follows. First compute
i
1 h −1
−1
(i) =
R̂rr
R̂rr (i − 1) − γ(i)ψ(i)ψ H (i − 1) , (20)
λ
where ψ(i) is defined has the Kalman gain vector, iψ(i) =

The simulation results presented are for a BPSK synchronous single carrier and multicarrier CDMA systems that
employ cyclic prefix and zero padding as guard intervals. All
systems assume a guard interval length of Lg = 3. Because we
focus on a downlink scenario, users experience the same channel conditions. For fading channels, the sequence of channel
coefficients, hjn,l (i) = pjn,l αjn,l (i) (l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1,
j = 1, 2, n = 1, · · · N ) is obtained with Clarke’s model [16],
where it is assumed that L = 4. The channel is time-varying
with fd T = 0.0001 in all cases. We use N = 1 antenna at the
receiver. Results are measured after convergence of the filters
and are the average of 500 ensembles.
In Fig. 2 - Fig. 4 we assess the desired user BER performance of the analyzed receivers versus Eb /N0 for different
spreading codes. The first one employs pseudo-noise (PN)
sequences of length M = 15 as spreading codes, the second
employs Zadoff-Chu [17] [18] codes of length M = 16
and finally the third employs Hadamard sequences of length
M = 16. The system has K = 4 users. Regarding power
distribution, we simulate a severe near-far scenario where each
interferer has a power level 10 dB above the desired user, that
is, near-far ratio (N F R) is equal to 10 dB.
In the next experiment we assess the desired user BER
performance of the analyzed receivers versus the number of
users, K for a fixed signal-to-noise ratio. The desired user has
Eb /N0 = 15 dB and its N F R = 10 dB. We employ two user
codes: pseudo-noise (M = 15)) and Zadoff-Chu (M = 16),
results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Finally, we plot the desired user BER performance versus
the near-far ratio for a fixed number of users, K = 4, and for
a fixed signal-to-noise ratio. The desired user has Eb /N0 =
15 dB. As before, we use two user codes: pseudo-noise (M =

−1

λ
−1
−1
+ r H (i)R̂rr
(i − 1)r(i)
and
R̂rr
(i−1)r(i), γ(i) = 1−λ
0 < λ < 1 is the forgetting factor.
−1
Then, post-multiplying (20) by Ψ, Γ(i) = Rrr
(i)Ψ can
be updated as [14]:
¤
1£
Γ(i) =
Γ(i − 1) − γ(i)Ψ(i)r H (i)Γ(i − 1)
(21)
λ
The value for the input signal autocorrelation matrix at time
zero is [14]

R̂rr (0) = E0 diag(1, λ−1 , λ−2 , · · · , λ−(M −1) )

(22)

where E0 is the forward prediction error energy and must be
−1
(0)Ψ.
a positive value. At instant zero, Γ(0) = Rrr
Now, using (21), applying the matrix inversion lemma to
H
Ψ Γ(i) and pre-multiplying the result by Γ(i) we get that
H
ˆ
Q(i)
= Γ(i)(Ψ Γ(i))−1 can be estimated recursively as [14]:
u(i) =
H

v (i) =
ˆ
Q(i)
=

H

Ψ ψ(i)
ˆ − 1)
r H (i)Q(i
h
i
ˆ − 1) − γ(i)ψ(i)v H (i) ·
Q(i
"
#
u(i)v H (i)
· I2N L + 1
,
H
γ(i) − v (i)u(i)

(23)
(24)

(25)
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Block CDMA systems with Hadamard codes, N=1, M=16, K=4, NFR=10dB
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15)) and Zadoff-Chu (M = 16), results are shown in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8.
As can be seen, the performance in terms of bit error rate
for each system varies according to the type of the user code
used. In the case of using Hadamard codes, note that SC
CDMA CP and SC CDMA ZP systems degrade due to the
ill-conditioned matrices used for channel estimation, formed
with several choices of Hadamard user codes. MC CDMA
CP suffer a strong degradation if Zadoff-Chu are used, but it
presents the best performance with Hadamard or PN codes.
Note the floor on the bit error rate for Eb /N0 ≥ 18 dB. This
is due mainly to channel fading and errors in the channel
estimate.
Regarding the robustness to system load and near-far effect,
we also note the degradation of MC CDMA CP resulting when
Zadoff-Chu codes are used. Results for the cases where the
guard interval is greater than the channel order and scenarios
where N = 2 antennas are used at the receiver can be found
in [19].
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we propose a space-time block CDMA transmission systems in single or multiple carrier modulation. We
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also provide an unified framework for analise and comparison
between these systems and a blind receiver based on the
minimum variance criterion was implemented. It was shown
through computer simulations that under different choices of
spreading codes, system performance varies in terms of BER,
robustness to system load and near-far effect.
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